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Synopsis
Rosewater and soda bread follows the adventures of three Iranian sisters in a tiny Irish
village. A year ago, the beautiful Aminpour sisters, Marjan, Bahar and Layla, sought
refuge in Ballinacroagh, winning over the townsfolk with their cafe serving delectable
Persian cuisine. A mysterious young girl has literally washed onto Ballinacroaghs
shores, and though she won't talk, it soon becomes apparent that she has a dark secret
that alienates much of the strict Catholic town. But the girl has a distinct impact on the
sisters, particularly as each sister goes through her own transformation - Marjan trying
to love again, Bahar taking on a new religious commitment, and Layla maturing into a
young woman.
Author biography
Mehran was born in Tehran to parents who practiced Iran’s Baha’i faith. When, a year
later, the Shah’s regime began to crumble, the couple began to make plans to leave.
After the storming of the American embassy in Tehran upended their plan to move to
the USA, the family instead migrated to Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 1979, at the time of
the Iranian Revolution. Mehran grew up in Argentina and the United States, as well as
lived in Australia and Ireland.
Mehran's parents divorced, and in the 1990s, Mehran and her mother came to New
York. Mehran told an interviewer: “I arrived in New York with only $200 in my pocket. I
worked, initially, as a hostess in a restaurant owned by Russian mobsters. There were
no customers there, which I thought a bit odd at first, until I realised that the restaurant
was just a front for their other dealings.”
Discussion starters


Dervla and her circle have opinions on everyone and everything in the town.
What purpose do they serve in the novel? Why do you think Mehran chooses to
open the novel from their point of view?
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Rosewater and Soda Bread is set in the late 1980s. Do you think anything would
have been different if the story had taken place now?
Orphaned and isolated from their homeland, the Aminpour sisters are a family of
three with no parents or older relatives to rely on. What role do you think each
sister plays in this family? How might these be different if the Aminpours’ parents
were still alive?
Is Father Mahoney a typical Irish Catholic priest? Why do you think the radio
station is so important to him? Is he an effective spiritual leader?
Marjan’s cooking seems to have a lot of power in Ballinacroagh–uniting,
alienating, and even healing people. What is so special about her food?
In thinking back on her relationship with Ali, Marjan wonders, “Was it only within
boundaries that people were allowed the freedom to be themselves?” (34) What
do you think she means? Is this true of other relationships in the book? Has it
been true of your own relationships?
In Marjan’s box full of keepsakes from Iran, there is a rosewater wash that she
had once planned to use to cleanse Bahar for her ﬁrst marriage. What do you
make of this memory? How is it signiﬁcant to the Aminpours’ lives in
Ballinacroagh?
Why do you think Estelle is so taken with Teresa? What purpose does she have
in Estelle’s life?
Why does Marjan have such a difﬁcult time trusting Julian? Do you think he is a
good match for her?
When she is preparing for her ﬁrst Mass, Bahar says that she had once vowed
never again to wear a veil, but then, “Everything had changed once again; now
she was happy to be alone, happy to wear a veil again” (196). What do you think
the veil symbolises for Bahar? Why do you think she is so drawn to Catholicism?
Why do you think Sean McNully didn’t confront the minister about his daughter?
What prevented him from trying to ﬁnd her?
Mehran ends the novel with a short Rumi poem. What do you think is its
signiﬁcance to the story? What might the rose represent? The rosewater?

If you liked this book, you may also like…
Chez Moi by Agnes Desarthe
The kitchen daughter : a novel by Jael McHenry
The school of essential ingredients by Erica Bauermeister
If you are looking for something new to read try NoveList! It is a free database
to help you find that perfect book. Visit www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/library

Author biography adapted from Wikipedia (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marsha_Mehran), discussion
questions sourced from publisher (www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/112959/rosewaterand-soda-bread-by-marsha-mehran/9780812972498/readers-guide/), and synopsis adapted
from publisher cited on Ryde Library catalogue.
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